Introduction.
Suppose A and B are possibly unbounded selfadjoint operators and Q is a bounded operator on a separable complex Hubert space §. We will be concerned with the operator equation (E) BXf-XAf = Qf ior all / in the domain 2>(A) of A, where X is a bounded operator on 77.
Our work is a continuation of the papers [7] , [4J. There it is proved that if a, b and q are elements in a complex Banach algebra §1 with identity e such that a and b have disjoint spectra, then the equation bx-xa = q has a unique solution x in 21, with (1) x = -; I (b -ze)~xq(a -ze)~ldz. 2iri J c
Here C is the boundary of a Cauchy domain containing the spectrum of a in its interior and disjoint from the spectrum of b. This result, when applied to problem (E), treats only the restrictive situation where A and B are bounded and have disjoint spectra. Thus the commutator equation where A=B and other interesting cases are excluded. See Putnam [6, pp. 13-14] for further discussion.
We shall treat problem (E) by a perturbation procedure. If y is a positive real number, then B+iyI and A -iyl have disjoint spectra.
We find that the equation (B + iyI)Tvf-Tv(A-iyI)f=QfJC£>(A), has a unique solution Tv. (E) has a bounded solution X ii and only if {||Fw|| : y>0} is bounded. In this case a sequence { TVn) with yB->0 converges weakly to a solution X of (E). Tv is explicitly given in terms of A, B and Q. is bounded.
If {||jfY|| : y>0} is bounded then there exists a weakly convergent sequence { TVn\ with y"->0. Any such weakly convergent sequence converges weakly to a bounded solution of (E).
Proof. Suppose (E) has a bounded solution X, and fC&iA), A, B, X, y)f, g ).
However, Lemma 2 implies that {y|| T(A, B, X, y)||} is bounded, and hence so is {||Fj,|| : y>0}, where TV=T(A, B, Q, y).
Conversely, if {|| rv|| : y>0} is bounded there is a sequence { TVn \ with y"-->0 that converges weakly to a bounded operator T. Lemma 3 assures us that (Tf, Bg)-(TAf, g) = (Qf, g) for all fC^(A) and gC£>iB), so T satisfies (E'), which in turn implies that F is a solution of (E).
The proof of Theorem 1 can be easily modified to prove a more general result. Suppose §i and !ç>2 are separable complex Hubert spaces with B selfadjoint on §i and A selfadjoint on §2. Let Q be a bounded operator on §2 into §i. Consider the operator equation (F) BXf-XAf=Qf for all/ in £>(¿), where X is a bounded operator on §2 into §i.
Define F" by (3).
Theorem 2. Theorem 1 holds with 'E' replaced by 'F'.
We can simplify the expression for Tv in case Q has a finite dimensional range. But, suppose a bounded solution X exists to SX=P. Then X = S*SX = S*P = 0, which is impossible. We thus see that the conclusion of Roth's theorem is not in general valid for bounded operators A, B, Q on a Hubert space. However, our last theorem shows that it is valid in case A and B are selfadjoint. 
